Cortical response tracking the conscious experience of threshold duration visual stimuli indicates visual perception is all or none
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At perceptual threshold, some stimuli are available for conscious access whereas others are not. Such threshold inputs are useful tools for investigating the events that separate conscious awareness from unconscious stimulus processing. Here, viewing unmasked, threshold-duration images was combined with recording magnetoencephalography to quantify differences among perceptual states, ranging from no awareness to ambiguity to robust perception. A four-choice scale was used to assess awareness: “didn’t see” (no awareness), “couldn’t identify” (awareness without identification), “unsure” (awareness with low certainty identification), and “sure” (awareness with high certainty identification). Stimulus-evoked neuromagnetic signals were grouped according to behavioral response choices. Three main cortical responses were elicited. The earliest response, peaking at ∼100 ms after stimulus presentation, showed no significant correlation with stimulus perception. A late response (∼240 ms) showed moderate correlation with stimulus awareness but could not adequately differentiate conscious access from its absence. By contrast, an intermediate response peaking at ∼240 ms was observed only for trials in which stimuli were consciously detected. That this signal was similar for all conditions in which awareness was reported is consistent with the hypothesis that conscious visual access is relatively sharply demarcated.

Results

Behavioral Results. Measured threshold stimulus durations ranged from 5.3 ± 1.7 ms to 9.4 ± 4.1 ms for different digits (average thresholds per stimulus) and from 1.9 ± 0.1 ms to 36.3 ± 4.6 ms for different subjects (averaged threshold per subject). The mean threshold duration, averaged across all stimuli and subjects, was 6.7 ± 0.5 ms (mean of the average thresholds per stimulus).

The mean percentage of correct stimulus identification was 57 ± 4% (mean ± SEM). The number of subjects with response accuracy values within 1 SD of the mean was 14; the number with response accuracy values within 2 SDs was 18 (18 subjects total). Thus, stimulus identification accuracy was comparable among subjects.

Subjective awareness reports of “didn’t see” and “couldn’t identify” were associated with significantly more incorrect than correct stimulus identifications. This would be expected given that stimuli that were not consciously detected or detected but not identified were catalogued as unrecognized. Subjective awareness reports of “unsure” and “sure” were associated with significantly more correct than incorrect stimulus identifications. This, too, is expected given that detected and recognized stimuli were presumably more likely to be correctly identified. Taken together, stimulus identification accuracy and subjective awareness reports were congruent for our study.

MEG Results. Event-related fields. Timing of evoked responses. Three robust event-related fields (ERFs) were seen in the time-series data averaged across all trial types for each MEG channel: an early
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Experimental protocol. On each trial, a fixation was displayed for 200 ms and then turned off. After a delay, a threshold-duration stimulus (digits 0–9) was delivered, followed by a response tone (500 ms after the stimulus was turned off) cueing subjects to report the number they saw. When this initial response had been registered, the fixation was flickered rapidly, cueing subjects to report their awareness of the stimulus (“didn’t see,” “couldn’t identify,” “unsure,” or “sure”).

(40–140 ms poststimulus), a middle (140–290 ms poststimulus), and a late ERF (190–390 ms poststimulus) response (Fig. 2A shows data collected from one subject). Of these, the middle ERF had the largest peak amplitude.

Mean peak latencies for early, middle, and late ERFs were 101 ± 9 ms, 238 ± 21 ms, and 293 ± 25 ms, respectively (averaged across all experimental conditions and sensor groups per ERF).

Global field pattern and sensor selection. Grand averaged ERFs at the peak of the middle response (215–216 ms poststimulus) showed two main clusters of MEG sensors being robustly activated: left and right temporoparietal sensors. Although frontal and occipital sensors were also activated at this time, previous work that used the same experimental methods showed neuro-magnetic responses recorded in temporoparietal channels to be robustly correlated with stimulus perception (13). Thus, sensor-level data analysis was restricted to left and right temporoparietal channels only. The main deflection in the ERF waveforms for this time point had opposite directionality in left vs. right temporoparietal sensors, reflecting the orientation of underlying sources. Time-series data for representative channels from each sensor group of interest also showed strong ERFs during the early and late time windows of interest (as detailed above). Fig. 2B illustrates a topographical representation of activated sensor groups and example time series data from one representative sensor per group.

Visualization of grand-averaged ERFs grouped by subjective awareness. For left and right temporoparietal sensor groups, ERFs recorded for trials in which subjects reported not perceiving the presented stimulus (awareness report “didn’t see”) showed little signal deflection from baseline (Fig. 3, Top). However, a low-amplitude response during the time window of the early ERF was visible for this trial type. In contrast, middle and late ERFs were largely absent.

For trials in which subjects reported seeing but not recognizing a stimulus (awareness report “couldn’t identify”), a notable middle evoked response was visible (Fig. 3, second row). In fact, for this condition, all three ERFs of interest were present, and the time series data resembled that recorded for the remaining two trial types.

For trials in which subjects reported seeing and being able to identify a stimulus with low or high certainty (i.e., awareness reports of “unsure” and “sure”), early, middle, and late ERFs were present and comparable to responses observed for trials in which stimuli were perceived but not identified (Fig. 3, bottom two rows).

In sum, although the early ERF (peak latency ~100 ms) was present for all conditions (i.e., trials in which stimuli were not perceived or perceived with differing levels of certainty), the middle and late ERFs (peak latency ~240 and ~290 ms, respectively) were not. Instead, these later responses were only seen for trials in which perception occurred regardless of (i) whether stimuli could or could not be identified and (ii) how certain subjects were of stimulus identifications that were made.

Amplitude and latency analysis. For the early ERF, although averaged peak amplitudes differed between limited (i.e., “didn’t see” and “couldn’t identify”) and more robust perception conditions (i.e., “unsure” and “sure”), there were no significant differences between any pair of experimental conditions (i.e., this response could not distinguish perception from its absence; Fig. 4). P values for all pairwise comparisons were ≥0.106.

For the middle ERF, mean peak amplitudes gradually increased as perceptual reports became more robust (Fig. 4, Middle Left). However, this parameter was significantly different for the “didn’t see” (i.e., no perception) condition compared with the remaining
three perception-related conditions: (i) “couldn’t identify,” or perception without identification ($P = 0.049$); (ii) “unsure,” or perception with low certainty identification ($P = 0.014$); and (iii) “sure,” or perception with high certainty identification ($P = 0.008$). Finally, and crucially: for all three successful perception conditions, ERF peak amplitudes were of similar amplitude (all pairwise comparisons, $P \geq 0.361$), suggesting a threshold-dependent all-or-none – type response pattern (Fig. 4).

For the late ERF, mean peak amplitudes again gradually increased as perceptual reports became more robust (Fig. 4, Bottom Left) and were different for the “didn’t see” condition compared with the “unsure” ($P = 0.009$) and “sure” ($P = 0.005$) conditions (Fig. 4). Although late ERF peak amplitude was lower for the “didn’t see” than the “couldn’t identify” condition, this result did not reach the significance threshold ($P = 0.065$). Finally, for all three perception-related conditions, ERF peak amplitudes were statistically similar (all pairwise comparisons, $P \geq 0.255$).

Discussion
Threshold inputs tap the boundaries of our perceptual capabilities and are tools for studying brain events that separate perception from unconscious stimulus processing. We used unmasked, threshold-duration visual digits and measured the neuroanatomic signals elicited by the ensuing perceptual events. MEG signals, directly reflecting dendritic current flow in cortical neurons (14), allow for brain events to be recorded over the entire cortical surface with millisecond resolution. We found that the earliest neuroanatomic correlate of stimulus perception was a response with amplitude maxima ∼240 ms after stimulus onset. This response could distinguish between perception and no-perception conditions and was similar in amplitude for all conditions in which perception was reported, regardless of the associated level of certainty. These results suggest that visual perception correlates with a high-amplitude, all-or-none event in the brain with timing in the 200- to 250-ms range.

Earlier work from our laboratory suggested that a midlatency, perception-related brain response was elicited in inferior temporal cortices when visual stimuli were correctly identified. The temporal precision of this response increased as stimulus duration was lengthened, and, as a result, perceptual experience was presumably more robust (13). The present data more clearly demonstrate the correlation between such a response and perceptual experience, as only threshold duration stimuli were delivered and subjects reported the quality of their subjective experience in addition to stimulus identity.

The earliest evoked response measured peaked at ∼100 ms poststimulus and was observed for all experimental conditions. Peak amplitudes for this response were similar across conditions, suggesting that such early activity may not reliably indicate conscious visual experience. This result is puzzling considering the expectation that successful perception trials are more likely when chance variations in early sensory responses are larger in amplitude (15–17). Indeed, earlier findings have demonstrated a correlation between the amplitude of the 100-ms response and stimulus
categorization (18), whereas others have shown its absence for unperceived stimuli (2). In the case of one earlier study (18), higher-amplitude responses within this time window indicated stronger unconscious feature encoding, leading to more accurate stimulus categorization later on. In another study (2), differences between these findings and our own could be attributable to methodological differences between EEG and MEG techniques [however, the result from ref. 2 could not be confirmed by more recent attempts with use of the same experimental methods (9)]. Furthermore, it is possible that our experimental design resulted in inadequate signal-to-noise ratio (caused by limited trial number) for appropriate resolution of amplitude variation in such a small and highly variable early response. In terms of function, such early activity may indicate the unconscious encoding of stimulus features that is necessary for later perception- and recognition-related processes to function appropriately (19, 20).

A late response, peaking at ~300 ms after stimulus presentation, was also observed. This activity pattern, although similar to the midlatency response we described, demonstrated statistically similar peak values for the no-perception and perception-without-identification conditions. Hence, this late activity was less reliable than the midlatency response in signaling conscious visual awareness. The timing of the late response falls within the window of the highly studied P300 evoked potential that is known to reflect attention and working memory processes (21). A similar, late response can also be seen after the visual awareness negativity (described below) and is absent for perceived stimuli when attentional focus is on local rather than global stimulus features (22), ruling it out as a correlate of visual consciousness.

Although our results are consistent with previous findings indicating that no electrophysiological correlate of visual consciousness occurs until ~200 ms after stimulus presentation (22–26), the fact that the perceptual event is potentially categorical and supported by an all-or-none model had not been emphasized. A previously described evoked response termed visual awareness negativity (11, 24, 27) had been correlated with visual perception in numerous paradigms (11, 23, 24, 27) and shown to be identical for perceived stimuli regardless of attentional manipulations (22). Similarly, the previously described N170/M170 (28) and the subdurally recorded N200 (29) also occur with similar latency and are highly specific for the perception (30) and identification of faces (18) and words (31). Cortical responses to visual stimuli that peak ~200 ms after stimulus may therefore be the earliest events to signal conscious perception in a stimulus- and paradigm-independent manner. The midlatency evoked response we characterized peaked slightly later, at ~240 ms after stimulus, possibly because of the extremely short exposure durations used.

The most interesting aspect of our findings is the fact that a detectable difference in response amplitude could not be identified when threshold duration stimuli were perceived, regardless of associated certainty. Therefore, it can be inferred that any variation in the midlatency evoked response for perception-related conditions is weak or absent. Moreover, this response was undetected for trials in which perception did not occur. This finding may result in part from inadequate resolution of any response as a result of a limited number of trials. However, a large increase in signal amplitude was already present for perception-related conditions with the number of trials we used.

Although our results demonstrate an abrupt transition in brain activity for perceived vs. not-perceived inputs, it is possible that a more graded, visual identification process is also occurring but was not identified in this work. Indeed, the fact that subjects used a graded response system of “didn’t see,” “couldn’t identify,” “unsure,” and “sure” suggests that a cortical correlate must exist. Additionally, the perceptual response we describe here did not track with the behavioral choices subjects used. As the behavioral metric itself was associated stimulus identification, it follows that identification and perception may be related but separate processes.

One explanation for this finding is that the perceptual signal we describe may in fact represent the rapid spatial localization of salient visual targets—a process likely to involve the “dorsal stream” components of visual analyses that localize to areas of parietal cortex (32). However, this is less likely because earlier work from our laboratory localized the perceptual correlate of interest to bilateral inferior temporal cortices (13), areas more traditionally associated with the “ventral visual stream” (32). Additionally, activation of dorsal stream areas has also been associated with unconscious, visually guided behavior (33). As the midlatency signal in this work was correlated with conscious visual awareness, it is less likely that the perceptual event we have characterized overlaps in function with dorsal stream networks.

Fig. 4. Mean ERF peak amplitudes and statistical differences between conditions. (Left) Mean ERF peak amplitudes for each subjective awareness choice. Error bars are SEMs. For the early ERF, limited perception conditions (“didn’t see” and “couldn’t identify”) showed lower mean peak amplitudes than robust perception conditions (“sure” and “unsure”). For the middle and late ERFs, mean peak amplitudes increased steadily with reported clarity of perception. (Right) Statistically significant differences among the various trial types (gray squares depict significantly different findings of pairwise comparisons; P values ≤ 0.05 are depicted in respective squares). For the early ERF, no significant differences in peak amplitudes were seen across conditions. For the middle ERF, the no-perception condition (i.e., “didn’t see”) was lower in amplitude and statistically different vs. all other perception-related conditions. There were no significant differences in peak amplitudes for all conditions in which perception occurred (“couldn’t identify,” “unsure,” and “sure”). For the late ERF, a similar pattern was seen; however, only perception with identification conditions (“unsure” and “sure”) were significantly different vs. the no-perception condition. Again, all conditions in which perception occurred had similar peak amplitudes.
A second explanation may be that, although perception involves the binding of sensory information into the context of one's internal brain state (34), identification may result from subsequent levels of processing achieved thereafter. That is, threshold duration inputs that were not perceived may not have become bound to the context of the subject's endogenous brain activity. Conversely, the threshold stimuli that were perceived did. It is conceivable that the perceptual event, which, in this case, involves the binding of external sensory information with ongoing neuronal activation patterns, may result in an explosive all-or-none process capable of broadcasting information to relevant, distant brain locations. Inputs that reach deeper stages of processing at various brain sites may subsequently be associated with more localized activity that parses the identity and significance of relevant inputs (events that may generate electrophysiologic changes varying over finer gradients). As this later activity would potentially involve smaller subsets of spatially separated neurons, the present study may not have sufficient resolution to quantify such events.

Within the context of the model described here, the advantage of an all-or-none type of perceptual event is substantial. Because the all-or-none signal exists in one of two dramatically differing amplitudes (essentially “on” vs. “off”), when it is rapidly communicated over distances, noise added at each relay point will not significantly alter the information carried within the signal. As a result, an all-or-none type event, such as the perceptual correlate we have described here, would be an ideal candidate for broadcasting the presence of a potentially salient visual stimulus to multiple brain areas in a reliable and rapid manner. When this information has been successfully transmitted, more detailed sensory analyses and behavioral responses may or may not be initiated depending on the relevance of the input to the needs of the subject at that time. Such a model offers a possible explanation for how certain external sensory events gain internal significance within the rich and complex communication patterns sustained by the nervous system.

**Methods**

**Participants.** Twenty-three volunteers (10 male; 22 right-handed; mean age, 28 y) provided informed consent to participate in this study, approved by the institutional review board (IRB) at NYU School of Medicine. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Data from five subjects were excluded as a result of inadequate number of trials for analysis (<10 trials per experimental condition).

**Stimuli.** A stimulation device was designed and built that displays unmasked visual signals at submillisecond duration. The apparatus consists of eight stimuli (digit height, 8 mm; width, 6 mm; color, red) arranged in a circle with a radius of 30 mm. Each display is equidistant from the center, which contains a small, circular LED (5 mm; red) that served as a fixation. The entire circuit is covered with black fiberglass so internal LEDs were invisible until turned on. The device was placed 1,770 mm from the subject's nasion, giving a stimulus visual angle of 0.45°.

Only the two horizontally aligned display units were used during experimentation. With the subject fixating centrally, stimuli were pseudorandomly delivered to the left or right visual fields during each trial, preferentially (1° eccentricity). This was done to avoid expectation of stimulation at a single location. Stimuli were digits 0 through 9, randomly interleaved.

All stimulus durations were oscilloscopically calibrated to be accurate to 100 μs. During experimentation, only threshold-duration stimuli were delivered (~6 ms long). The device had a separate output port that sent a pulse to the MEG acquisition computer 10 ms before stimulus onset, allowing MEG data acquisition and analysis to be precisely aligned with stimulus onset.

Stimulus luminance was measured by using an optometer (model 61 CRT, United Detector Technology). Average luminance for all threshold duration stimuli was 5.4 ± 0.4 cd/m².

Our stimulation apparatus received input via a serial port connected to a PC running Presentation software (version 12.2; Neurobehavioral Systems). This program sent output parameters for each trial (stimulus identity and location) to the device. The device controlled the exact timing of stimulation and eliminated extraneous jitter in event timing. All responses were collected by the Presentation program and logged into a separate text file for later MEG data analysis by trial type.

Auditory stimuli for the first response cue (30 ms, 500 Hz sinusoid) were delivered via a speaker system placed outside the magnetically shielded room (MSR) adjacent to a passageway that allowed access into the room. Sound volume was adjusted to be comfortable for each subject.

**Task. Dark adaptation and threshold determination.** Before stimulus exposure, subjects were seated in the MSR and dark-adapted for 30 min (35). Given that stimuli were brief (≤100 ms) and small (<1°), delivering them in the dark optimized the signal-to-noise ratio of elicited MEG activity.

The accelerated stochastic approximation method (36) was used to determine threshold durations (50% accurate identification) per number stimulus (i.e., 0–9) and subject. The stimulus sequence was terminated when the step size remained at 0.1 ms for 20 iterations of each digit. For a given subject, the times recorded for these 20 iterations per number were averaged to yield unique threshold durations for digits 0 through 9. In this way, thresholds were perceptually matched across stimuli and subjects.

**Experimental paradigm.** On each trial (Fig. 1), a fixation LED was displayed for 200 ms and then turned off. Subjects were instructed (i) to maintain fixation and (ii) not to saccade toward the stimulus that would appear in the periphery. After a delay (jittered between 1 and 1.2 s), subjects were shown a threshold-duration stimulus (digits 0–9) in one of two locations (left or right visual field). A total of 750 trials were delivered (half each in the left and right visual fields). A previous study from our laboratory that used the same experiment and setup showed a no significant difference in stimulus recognition and evoked responses as a result of the visual field of stimulation. Thus, trials were collapsed across visual fields for data analysis to increase the total trials of each trial type and signal-to-noise ratio of MEG signals. To minimize fatigue, trials were divided into five runs (150 trials each) taking ~10 min per run. Subjects were given short breaks between runs while remaining in the MSR. The five runs were later concatenated for analysis. Fig. 1 summarizes the relevant event timing.

Subjects reported the identity of the number they saw (via button press) when cued with the auditory beep (500 ms poststimulus). There were 10 button choices in total: one for each digit from 0 through 9. When the subject saw a given digit, he/she would press the button corresponding to that specific stimulus. If the subject was unable to identify a stimulus, he/she was instructed to press any one of the available buttons at random and initiate the next trial.

When the first response had been registered, a second cue (rapid flickering of the fixation LED) was sent. In response, subjects reported their awareness of the presented stimulus for that particular trial. Choices included button 1 ("didn’t see"), button 2 ("couldn’t identify"), button 3 ("unsure"; i.e., saw and identified with low certainty), and button 4 ("sure"; i.e., saw and identified with high certainty).

Behavioral data were collected by using a fiberoptic button press (LUMItouch; Photon Control) that registered all responses to the acquisition computer as input from an additional channel.

**Data Acquisition.** MEG data were recorded in 1-s epochs by using a 275-channel, whole-head system (VSM Med Tech) at a sampling rate of 600 Hz. Epochs contained 500 ms each of pre- and poststimulus periods. Data were bandpass-filtered by using the preprocessed window and postfiltered between 2.5 and 30 Hz for the analysis of the ERFs. At the start and end of each run, the subject’s head position, relative to the sensor array, was recorded by using digitized coils placed at the nasion and left and right preauricular points. This ensured that even minimal head movements occurring during recordings would be noted. Filtered data for all subjects, and for each MEG recording run per subject, were realigned so head positions were matched to that measured for the first recording run for subject 1 by using the ft_megrealign function from the open-source MATLAB FieldTrip toolbox (Fieldtrip Toolbox for MEG/EEG Analysis; F. C. Donders Centre, Radboud University Nijmegen, Nijmegen, The Netherlands; product of MathWorks). This subroutine interpolates MEG signals onto standard gradiometer locations by projecting individual, time-locked data toward a coarse source reconstruction. Resulting signals are then recalculated for standard gradiometer locations. In this manner, changes in head position between MEG recordings for each subject would be corrected. Additionally, activity originating from similar brain regions would be recorded in nearby MEG sensors for all participants.

**Data Analysis.** *Psychophysics.* Recognition performance was measured for each subject during experimentation. Chance-level accuracy was 0.1 (i.e., 10 digits used above (i) the accuracy of the subject's individual identifications, (ii) the number of individuals with response accuracy values within ± 2 SDs of the mean, and (iii) the total number of correct/incorrect responses associated with each subjective awareness choice. Statistically
significant differences in psychophysical data were identified by using a two-tailed t test. Variance was reported as the SEM. ERFs were calculated for each MEG sensor by averaging the time-series data for all single trials corresponding to a particular trial type for that sensor. For analysis methods not supported by this tool box, software was written in-house by using MATLAB.

For each subject, time-series data collected for 150 trials (one run) were averaged for each MEG sensor (after collapsing across all experimental conditions). These data were plotted to observe the timing of all salient ERFs evoked by the general paradigm used (Fig. 3). By using these results, relevant time points of interest were calculated for each salient ERF. The time point associated with the peak amplitude of the maximal amplitude ERF was chosen after inspection of data averaged across all trial types (as detailed above). To visualize the associated global field pattern of MEG activity, grand-average data were topographically plotted for this time point, and maximally activated sensor groups were identified (Fig. 4). Identified sensor groups were used to select channels for further analysis (as detailed below).

As response maxima varied slightly in sensor location for each subject, the set of sensors used for further ERF analyses were selected individually by using the following criteria: (i) 10 sensors were selected for each MEG sensor group showing strong ERFs in the topographical plot of grand-averaged data (described above); (ii) channels selected for each group had to display large deflections from baseline (during the peak of the most salient ERF) that were greater than the difference to the prestimulus period (Koimogorov-Smirnov test-corrected for multiple comparisons with false discovery rate of 0.05 (37); this statistic was used to ensure that selected channels showed poststimulus signal distributions that were significantly different to the prestimulus baseline; and (iii) time series data for selected channels had to represent that recorded in surrounding sensors.

For each individual, MEG data were grouped according to the four experimental trial types [i.e., awareness reports of (i) “didn’t see,” (ii) “couldn’t identify,” (iii) “unsure,” and (iv) “sure”]. To ensure that ERF signal-to-noise ratios were matched across all conditions per subject, the number of trials of each trial type were kept the same for each individual. The number of trials chosen per subject corresponds to the number of epochs recorded for the trial type with minimal total trials. For conditions in which a subset of total trials were used, epochs were randomly sorted before the relevant number were chosen, thereby ensuring that selected epochs were not restricted to the start or end of a recording run (i.e., fatigue would not bias these data). The mean number of epochs per trial type was 45 ± 8.

For each trial type, ERFs were calculated for each MEG sensor. To generalize data across spatially localized sensor areas, ERFs for the 10 selected channels of each identified sensor group were averaged to yield a region-specific ERF per each sensor group and experimental condition. Amplitude and latency measures were then calculated (as detailed below). For each sensor group and experimental condition (i.e., trial type), ERF data were averaged across all subjects. Resulting grand-averaged signals were plotted separately per condition to visualize differences in evoked responses correlated with each subjective awareness report. Variance measures for each data point were plotted as SEM.

For each individual, the peak amplitude and latency of each salient ERF was measured per subjective awareness response choice and sensor group of interest (as detailed above). ERF peak amplitudes were measured as the absolute value of the maximal signal deflection from baseline for each identified time window of interest (i.e., corresponding to each salient ERF). Latency measures were the time point of this maximal deflection.

Amplitude differences were first compared within a given sensor group. Pairwise comparisons of each experimental condition yielded similar trends in significant differences for all identified sensor groups of interest. Hence, the values for each experimental condition were combined across sensor groups. Statistical analysis was then repeated to yield a more general pattern of differences common to all identified sensor groups. Statistical significance was determined by using a two-tailed t test. Variance measures were reported as SEMs.

Mean latencies were calculated for each ERF of interest by averaging across all conditions and subjects for early, middle, and late time windows of interest. Variance measures were reported as SEM.